Almost overnight, the United States Army went from having a near-nonexistent armored force to fielding a world-class operation. The story of the armored battalions’ equipment, designed with incredible ingenuity and produced with unparalleled speed, unfolds in this book, which also recounts the adventures of the valorous Americans who rode these machines into combat on the battlefields of World War II.

My Personal Review:
Harry Yeide is already familiar to historians of US armored forces. Mr. Yeide's earlier books "The Tank Killers" and "Steel Victory" have been highly rated by military historians. This time he gives a general overview of the equipment and organization of US Army armored units of WW2. There are sections on the growth of the Armored Force and how the organizations evolved to meet tactical needs or battlefield lessons. He also covers the controversy about why American tanks didn't have big "tank killer" guns like their German counterparts. Yeide covers some of the lesser appreciated topics, such as the radios that were increasingly plentiful on the WW2 battlefield and led to better command and coordination of Allied units. Each class of tank receives its own section with appropriate commentary on its development and use. Coverage is also given to support vehicles like assault guns and to the little know "secret weapons" like mine destroyers and the ultra-secret night combat searchlight program.

This is NOT an in-depth technical description of a tank, but rather an excellent view of the tanks and how they fit into the team that helped beat the German Army.

The price is VERY reasonable, especially with the color photos and amount of good information involved. Anyone interested in the history of
the US Army, armored forces or WW2 in Europe should have a copy of this book.
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